Rat gene mapping in the post-genome sequencing era: the continued utility of cell hybrids to localize rat genes (Cks2, Ephb4, Fabp5, Il13ra1, Rpl10, Ssr4).
Finding the position of a gene is now easily done when the genome sequence is available: the gene position is generally found by a simple query of genomic databases such as those available at the Ensembl browser or the NCBI. We were interested in determining the position of 125 cancer-related rat genes and we found that the position of most of these genes (110) could indeed be identified in this manner. However, in 15 cases, the gene position was not available in these databases, or the results were ambiguous. We then explored a more specialized database, namely the Rat Genome Database, and experimentally mapped these genes using standard and radiation cell hybrids. The 15 genes in question could be localized unambiguously. In four cases, the radiation cell hybrids were indispensable: the sequence of these four genes could not be found in the rat genome sequence. On the basis of the sample we examined, it thus appears that a classical gene mapping method is still required to localize about 3% of the rat genes, as if 3% of the rat gene sequences were lacking in the current rat genome sequence.